Location MT6
SO 7415 6406
Old quarry NW of Woodbury Old Farm
This small quarry is private property, but the owners have
given permission for it to be visited – please respect that.
Enter the quarry, keeping to the left side. Care is needed
to keep your balance on uneven ground, especially if wet.
Ascend the steep bank (about 6m high) to reach the
quarry face shown in Photo A. Only look at this exposure
seen in Photo A – other parts of the quarry have less
stable faces. Look at the rock exposure. It has a clearlydefined layering from top- left to bottom-right.
Photo A Upper west side of quarry. Hammer for scale.

Photo B

Photo C

* Look more closely. In detail this layering comprises
bands (Photo B) of closely-spaced flat laminations,
interspersed with thicker, structureless-looking layers.
Measure some of the individual laminations; what
thicknesses do you get?
Measure or estimate some thicknesses of the laminated
layers; what is their thickness?
Approximately how thick are the structureless-looking
layers?
* Look closely at the rock face, and the fragments below
of fallen rock. The rock contains many well-preserved
fossil shells of invertebrate animals. The rock is a
sedimentary one. The laminations are ‘primary’
sedimentary structures, created as the sediment was laid
down. If you can find a rock fragment that has a broken
least-weathered surface, you will see the character of the
rock type. It is a greenish-grey colour, and has a
somewhat ‘silky’ feel to it, indicating it contains a certain
amount of clay minerals. Also, scattered through the rock
are some highly-reflective grains. These are of the mineral
muscovite.
Measure the general grain size of the rock? Would you
say the rock is coarse, medium or fine-grained?
What is the shape of these grains?

If a drop of dilute (10%) hydrochloric acid is put on a clean
surface of the rock, it will effervesce vigorously: the gas
carbon dioxide is given off. The rock contains enough
calcium carbonate for this reaction to happen. When this
rock is examined in the laboratory under the microscope,
the angular grains can be seen to be tiny fragments of
ground-down invertebrate shells. They are made of
calcium carbonate, and the rock is dominantly composed
of these; it is therefore a (choose option):
breccia / limestone / shale.
* Most sedimentary rocks are laid down horizontally.
These sedimentary rocks here are not horizontal.
Measure the dip and strike of the rocks - the laminated
layers will provide very useful surfaces to do this on.
The strike of the rocks in this exposure is running
approximately (choose option):
east-west / north-south / northwest-southeast.
What is the amount of dip, and which direction are the
rocks dipping?
* Examine the fossil shells. Some are closely-grouped and
flat-lying (Photo C), and others are scattered and lying at
various angles through the rock. Some of the original
shells are preserved, but many shells have been dissolved
away when the sediment became cemented to form the

rock, leaving just their impressions. These impressions are
known as moulds.
Note the colour of the original shells: they are (choose
option): black / red / white.
They are made of calcium carbonate, the mineral name
for this is (choose option): feldspar / mica / calcite.
Look closely at the fossils shells: name any varieties you
recognise.
The rock-type does not vary much in this exposure, and
the laminated and more structureless parts seem the
same type of rock. Possibly, the difference in these
structures developed before the sediment became
cemented into hard rock. Suggest a way this could have
happened:
* Using your answers to the above questions, decide which
of the following (a) or (b) is likely to be true:
(a) A subaqueous surface was occupied by numerous
shelly invertebrates, many of which were repeatedly
ground down by powerful storm-driven currents to form a
widespread sand-grade deposit. Clay particles in the
overlying water also settled onto this deposit at times
when the water was moving with high-speed currents.
The deposit was laid down as very thin, irregular layers. At
times, burrowing organisms colonised the clayey sandgrade sediment, creating very flat laminations to a shallow

depth. Some of the shells lying on the sediment surface
were buried during this construction process, assisting it.
In water lying between the grains of the deposit,
haematite was present in solution, and this eventually
was deposited, turning the sediment to a hard metallic
rock. This haematite came from iron solutions brought in
from nearby land. Later, the rocks were affected by
tectonic forces, which tilted them to a low angle to the
north-east.
(b) A subaqueous surface was occupied by numerous
shelly invertebrates, many of which were repeatedly
ground down by powerful storm-driven currents to form a
widespread sand-grade deposit. Clay particles in the
overlying water also settled onto this deposit at times
when the water was still. The deposit was laid down as
very thin, flat layers. At times, burrowing organisms
colonised the clayey sand-grade sediment, causing the
sediment to a shallow depth to become very mixed and
the laminations to be destroyed. Some of the shells lying
on the sediment surface were buried during this mixing
process and rotated to various orientations. In water lying
between the grains of the deposit, calcium carbonate was
present in solution, and this eventually was deposited,
turning the sediment to hard rock. Part of this calcium
carbonate came from the dissolution of some of the
shells. Later, the rocks were affected by tectonic forces,
which tilted them to the orientation we see today.

The environment that this greenish-grey, shelly
sedimentary rocks at this locality were formed in was
(choose the most likely option):
A shallow sea / a hot desert with sand dunes / a
freshwater lake

